hey I’m NASA Kennedy's Josie brunette

taking you inside KSC Kennedy Space Center workforce guests and visitors

gather January torrent for the NASA day

of remembrance the ceremony was held

near the new forever remembered display

in the space shuttle Atlantis attraction

at the nearby kennedy space center

visitor complex and honored the crews of

apollo 1 space shuttles Challenger and Columbia and all astronauts who have

lost their lives while furthering the cause of space exploration and discovery

an appt skirt similar to the one that
will be used on a solid rocket booster

that will help launch NASA's Space Launch System rocket was transported

january twentieth from its fabrication

facility to the rotation processing and

surge facility at kennedy space center

inside the rps f the f skirt will be

prepared for stacking with rooster

segments to test recent facility

upgrades as the center prepares for

NASA's journey to Mars and remember

spaceport magazine digs deeper inside

KSC